
TODAY’S TALES

There is a revival of the use of folkloric element in 
everyday life, design and even in federal communication. 
Most frequently you can find the forms of the “Hungarian 
Folktales”, especially the headline of the cartoon as 
fashion, tattoo, interior design, and even graffiti.
This phenomenon is embracing the fact that the far-
right Hungarian movements are increasing in power and 
visibility, their presence is getting normal nowadays.



I developed my own idea into a new “product family” 
called Mai Mesék (Today’s Tales) after the well known 
and loved cartoon series Magyar Népmesék (Hungarian 
Folktales) featured in public television. The first series 
of this project is the Kifestős (Coloring Book) drawings, 
expressing problematic, new concepts while bearing 
many of the style marks of a cozy childhood symbolism, 
creating a perplexing jumble of familiarity and 
menacing threat.
Does this alignment create an environment where 
symbols and signs remain perfectly independent?
Is this play on forms capable of bringing out hidden 
messages, or is this a mere illusion and these symbols 
stay devoid of any additional meaning?
What if the birdies in the intro of the cartoons drew 
the coat of arms of the Hungarian Guard, the Civil 
Guard Association for a Better Future or the Defense 
Association? Is it possible that everything would 
basically stay the same?

2011, pencil and pen on paper
50*70cm, 3 piece series



My actual plan with the “Today’s Tales” project is to 
create a series of big scale drawings based on the digital 
plans you can see bellow. I chose ten movements and 
organizations and remake their logos and slogens with 
the forms of the cartoons (work in progress).
After having this drawings I try to produce embroiled 
bed-linen, and other useful objects (with different 
techniques) with the new design. This objects will 
be shown in different installations where I will mix 
ethnographic elements with quotidian arrangements. 




